JOB TITLE: CFBR1 - Research Assistant (Programmer/Statistician)

DEPARTMENT NAME: Centre for Biomedical Research

CONTACT NAME: Dr. Xuekui Zhang

JOB DESCRIPTION:
This research is related to statistical genetics. Under supervision of Dr. Zhang, student need to implement a statistical method using R program (or C program), and conduct simulation studies to evaluate the performance of the implemented method.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Familiar with statistical machine learning algorithms
Strong R or C programming skills
Strong communication skills
Some knowledge with genetics is preferred

JOB LOCATION ON-CAMPUS: Math & Stat department

WORK STUDY WAGE: $14.50/hour (including 4% vacation pay)

DEPARTMENT TOP UP: $5.00-$10.00 (depending on qualifications)

HOURS AVAILABLE: 100

HOW TO APPLY:
Cover Letter and Resume to:
Xuekui Zhang, Assistant Professor
Canada Research Chair in Biostatistics and Bioinformatics (Tier 2)
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Victoria, Office: DTB A523

Or Via Email to Xuekui@uvic.ca

Applicants must be eligible for Work Study Program
For details go to: http://www.uvic.ca/registrar/safa/work-study/index.php